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Abstrsct:
studying about the dynamics of youth groups has occupied a significant place in the

contemporary social sciences researches. In this backdrop, this study is undertaken

with the objective af fostering co-existence dmong Tamil, Muslim, sinhala youth

groups living in Kalmunai Municipality area which is actually 0 home for a multi

ethnic and multi religious communities in the Eastern sri Lanka' It has a youth

population oJ 4047j between the ages of 10 to 2{(District statistical Hanbook'

Ampara Kacheri: 2005)

Kalmunai Municipality area hos a longstanding historl' of ethnic conflict and violence

from t98As. The number of conflicts escclatecJ befween the Tamils and the Muslims

that resulted in huge loss of properties, assassination and abduction' There was a

fracture on the relitionship among Tamils und Muslints in the area as a result oJ'

unhealthy development. Due to tltis situation, youth groups from Tamil and Muslint

communities were disinregrated and the mindset of the youth groups representing

Tamil, Muslim and even Sinhala communities 1r'4s molded by suspicion' fear and

enmity. Muslim youth Sroups believe that all the Tamil youth groups at'e the

supporters of either LTTE or paramilitary Sroups and the Tamils youth groups

believe all the Muslints youth groups are the enemies af the Tamil cowmunity since

they did not support in the long lasting freedom struggle of Tamit communitl' This

situation gave rise to widening the telationship among Tamil and the Muslim ))ottth

group and even sinhala youth groups. As a result of that, the chances for meeting and

or dialogue have been narrowed down causing many problems'

Moreover, the relationship omong Tamil, Muslims and Sinhala youths in Kalmunai

Municipal orea has been broken due to the atfitudinal' contradictor)' and behaioural

causes. These causes recluced the opportttnities for dialogue' inleraction and the

understanding among youth groups in Kalmunai Municipality area v'hich gave rise to

suspicion,lack of trust, avoidance, Prejudice ect'

Field research conducted by author in fe*' oreas in Kalmunai Murticipality area

reveal that making awareness abottt the grafi$" o-f peace and understanding other

ethnic youth groups throygh their cultttral values and prograftTs ore the personal level
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autput in the study. The study also found that the relationship among dffirent ethnic

youth gtoups csn be built quite effectively by conducting cultural events and rneetings

thereby increasing the opportunities for interaction and better understanding. Finally

this study emphasis that violence, suspicion and hatredness will be prevented among

Tamil, Muslim and Sinhala youth groups by increosing the interaction and

understanding.
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